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                            Pharos Navigator®


Innovative digital information services for Smart Governance,


Businesses, Public Administration, Education and Research.
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                The Smart City Monitor is like a smart computer system for cities. It uses AI, Big Data, and IoT to help the city's leaders, administrations, utility providers, and citizens make life better. It makes sure the city is sustainable, efficient, and transparent in how it works and what it achieves.
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                See everything that's happening in your business quickly, without wasting time. It gives you detailed and clear answers in real-time, no matter where you are and whether you're using a computer or a mobile device. Make your business smarter and more sustainable.
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                The Intelligent Digital Twin of Agro-Industrial Plant platform provides visibility into the processes that determine the sustainable performance of an industrial plant and promptly alerts management to deviations in real time and future forecasts with New Technology.
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                Intelligent Personal Virtual Health Assistant for health and wellbeing monitoring. Our company implements radically new concept: To provide each individual with a personal intimate AI-driven Digital Health Assistant that using conversational AI and provides multimodal analytics.
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                                It uses AI, Big Data, and IoT to help the people who live and run cities, like the local governments, utilities, and citizens  to improve their lives and work, use of available resources. The city digital twin automatically collects big data about the city processes, and turns it into useful holistic information to assist people in their lifes and make the living conditions more transparent, eco-friendly.
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                                Smart Factory is a super-advanced software and tools that creates a virtual representation of the enterprise as its Digital Twin. It works as a highly-skilled and fast executive assistant that gathers factual data on all business and operational processes, knows everything at all times, and helps managers and business owners run their businesses profitably, efficiently and sustainably. As a result, entrepreneurs receive invaluable support in the form of unbiased, holistic information on all events, results and analytics to manage and in compliance with regulations.
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                                        Unlock dairy potential with Intelligent Digital Twins
                                    
                                
                            


                            
                                Imagine having an intelligent, knowledgeable, fast, and non-biased assistant of plant managers who instantly collect data about all processes, calculates all necessary indicators of performance and quality, predicts possible issues. It can help in effective holistic management of the business, run its instant monitoring, minimize managers’ time for evaluating the predicted situations and its details, compliance with standards and business targets and undertake corrective actions to improve business sustainability and profits.
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            Версия портала на русском языке готовится к публикации.


            Закрыть

          

    





    
        
            La versión del portal en español está prevista para el lanzamiento a finales de 2017.


            Cerrar

          

    





    
        
            Das Portal und Software-Sprachversion in deutscher Sprache werden noch in diesem Jahr geplant.
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